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Cotton's Social and 
Environmental Impacts: 
Myth and Reality 



• Keeping our product in front of 
manufacturers and retailers

• Convincing consumers with a 
focus on “natural”

• The importance of market 
share for cotton’s future



Cotton Producers Textile 
Mills

Retailers 
and Brands

Consumers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In thinking about cotton promotion, we really need to begin with a simple view of the “cotton supply chain” and ask the basic question: Who are we promoting to?In this illustration, you can see a simple linear process of cotton moving through the supply chain, from farm to retail. But once cotton leaves the farm, the promotion effort begins.



•Natural variability in size and fiber quality among 
individual fibers

•Rapidly escalating cost relative to other fibers

•Cotton’s environmental footprint in agriculture and 
manufacturing

Cotton Producers Textile 
Mills

Retailers 
and Brands

Consumers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first stage in promotion is to get mills, manufacturers, and brands to use cotton rather than other fibers. Cotton’s natural variability (as opposed to the consistency of synthetic fibers) poses a challenge for manufacturers. And as of this past year, cotton’s soaring price on the world market has led many companies to consider using cheaper, alternative fibers.Reaching decision makers in these companies is what our supply chain marketing and trade promotion efforts are all about. We have many promotion efforts that aim to create incentives and add value to using cotton at this point in the supply chain simply to keep companies using cotton rather than synthetic fibers.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
COTTON USA Special Trade Team from Pakistan Tours the U.S. Cotton BeltFollowing the 10-day tour, a single company has committed to annually purchase $10 million in U.S. cotton and will devote an entire mill to U.S. Upland and Pima cotton. Eight mills, with a combined annual consumption of more than 550,000 bales of cotton, were represented on the tour. The companies have imported approximately 100,000 bales of U.S. cotton the past year, with American Pima constituting a significant share. Three COTTON USA licensees were represented among the group: Nishat Group; Pak Kuwait Textiles; and Siddiqsons Denim. The group visited New York; Washington, DC; Memphis; Lubbock; San Francisco; Fresno; and Bakersfield. 



Bangladesh/Pakistan Team



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CCI President Visits TEXWORLD and Premiere Vision in ParisThese two trade shows represent the largest combined exhibition of the world’s leading textile mills and offer an ideal setting to promote U.S. cotton and COTTON USA’s Supply Chain Marketing services. CCI President Gary Taylor met with COTTON USA Mark licensees and leading international mills, and reviewed promotion efforts with CCI, Cotton Incorporated and Supima staff participating in the shows. Initial reports indicate the events attracted more than 620 exhibitors and 16,820 visitors from 104 countries, 86 percent of whom where international buyers. Under the “Promoting U.S. Cotton” banner, CCI and Cotton Incorporated exhibited at both trade shows and featured the COTTONWORKS® Fabric Library, new cotton product developments and a Supima section at TEXWORLD.











Presenter
Presentation Notes
>>Discuss examples of trade promotions





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way we can promote cotton to the trade by offering technologies and product development assistance. In this chart you can you some examples. The STORM DENIM technology offers a way for retailers and brands to sell a value-added cotton product. Supporting companies with sustainable manufacturing technologies is another way we can help promote the use of cotton.



Vision 21: LCI and LCA





1. Keeping the emphasis on cotton versus synthetic
2. Getting the consumers’ attention
3. Fostering the cotton promotion effort worldwide

Challenges to Consumer Promotion of Cotton

Cotton Producers Textile 
Mills

Retailers 
and Brands

Consumers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the end of the supply chain, there is the challenge of reaching consumers. Consumers are the ultimate decision makers, choosing among the many fibers and fabrics available to them. It’s at this stage where the cotton industry faces considerable challenges in marketing cotton.Here, we face three significant challenges to promoting cotton:Keeping the emphasis on cotton versus synthetic,Getting the consumers’ attention, andFostering the cotton promotion effort worldwide.



FCStone’s Pete Nessler

• “Why is cotton at $2.00?  Because there 
are no substitutes.”   WRONG!
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What’s important when consumers buy clothes?

Is this 
important?

US % 
saying 
‘”Yes”

UK % 
saying 
‘”Yes”

Price 86% 88%

Color 63% 91%

Style 54% 88%

Fabric Content 37% 50%

Environmentally-
friendly 8% 20%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to be mindful that our efforts at promoting cotton to the consumer face a significant challenge in our key market—apparel. As you can see from the figures in this table, price, fit, color and styling are the dominant factors in the apparel purchase decision. Cotton has to break through—or find a way to complement these other factors—in order to get the consumers’ attention.You might notice at the bottom of the list is “environmentally-friendly” as a purchase factor. Americans are concerned about the environmental, but in the retail marketplace, this is not a significant driver affecting most consumers’ purchase decisions.



Percent of consumers who say the following industries are 
believable when making claims about the environment

Food 63%
Agriculture 56%
Appliances 57%
Infant and Baby Care 55%
Apparel 55%
Automobile 38%
Oil Companies 27%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One might ask, “Can’t we just promote cotton as a natural fiber and good for the environment? Isn’t that a strong enough message?”We have been making the case very aggressively for cotton as a natural, sustainable fiber, especially when compared with polyester or nylon. But simply being a natural fiber is not enough. As you can see from this chart, consumers are a very skeptical bunch. We are not as bad off as the automobile or oil companies, but there is a great deal of skepticism out there among consumers. This means that simply promoting the environmental positives of cotton and the fact that cotton is a natural fiber are not enough to win over consumers.



Cotton is a natural fiber. Isn’t that obvious? 

Not so fast…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>>Describe the case study of using the word “natural” in advertising in the U.K.





SOFT, SENSUAL AND 
SUSTAINABLE.

IT’S COTTON USA!





COTTON USA
Soft, sensual and natural



ICAC and ITMF Language

• “Cotton is a natural fiber regardless of 
production methodology or seed technology.”

• The ICAC agrees that the fiber produced from 
cotton plants is a “natural fiber,” regardless of

production methodology or seed technology



Embrace Nature.
Choose Cotton!





The real choice is 
cotton versus 
synthetic fibers, 
not one type of 
cotton versus 
another cotton.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This challenge may seem obvious, but there are considerable resources spent within the cotton industry to attack, and subsequently defend, one type of cotton versus another. These efforts are misplaced. The real battle for long-term sustainability comes down to the choice between cotton and synthetic fibers. The chief competitors—polyester and nylon—are derivatives of oil, which is the long run, is not sustainable.Over the last 10 years, more than 40 new fibers have been introduced into the market –all competing with cotton. These fibers are eager to take a share of the market in important products such as denim, underwear, and towels.
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GLOBAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, consumers are paying attention to the environmental footprint of textiles, and clearly view cotton as the fiber of choice for environmental friendliness – this is as true globally as it is in South America. 
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will rise by 3 - 4.5 times.

Source: Cotton Incorporated
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Asia Celebrates Cotton Days CCI and Cotton Incorporated’s launch of Cotton Day in Mainland China, Japan, Korea and Taiwan earned $2.7 million in advertising value from pick ups in newspapers, magazines, TV and Internet. In China, Benetton, Lee, Nautica and Tommy Hilfiger showed their spring/summer collections, featuring fabric manufactured by some of U.S. cotton’s best customers in Japan, Hong Kong and China. Some 700 people attended Cotton Day events, including U.S. cotton’s major customers and CCI’s top COTTON USA Mark licensees, CCI President Gary Taylor, NCC Chairman Woods Eastland, NCC President and CEO Mark Lange, CCI and Cotton Incorporated staff and representatives from broadcast, print and Web media. Cotton Day began in Japan a decade ago to provide an annual opportunity to showcase the continued importance of cotton at the trade and consumer level. 





Cotton
Denim
Cotton/Poly Blends
Linen
Silk
Polyester/Dacron
Lycra
Wool
Synthetic
Rayon
Nylon
Cashmere
Other
Don't Know

Best Fiber for Today’s Fashions

Source: 2010 Global Lifestyle Monitor; Total All Countries

Over half of global consumers say cotton is the best fiber for today’s fashions



Willing to Pay More for Natural Fibers

29% 31% 30% 30% 33%

61% 65% 64% 64% 64% 58%

32%

Yes

No

Don’t Know/ 
Didn’t 
Answer

7% 6% 5% 6% 7% 9%

1999 2001 2003 2006 2008 2010

Majority of global consumers are willing to pay more for 
clothing made from natural fibers

Source: 2010 Global Lifestyle Monitor; Total All Countries



 Consumer Survey

 Retail Audit

 End-Use Cotton 
Consumption 
Forecast Model



 The International Forum for 
Cotton Promotion

 Generic promotion efforts in 
China, India, and Brazil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
>>Discuss these promotion efforts.



Global Cotton Promotion



Discover Natural Fibers

• Cotton is the largest natural fiber in the global fiber, textile and 
apparel economy, representing roughly 80 percent of all natural 
fibers consumed.

• Cotton represents hundreds of billions of dollars of economic 
activity and employs hundreds of millions of people from field to 
fabric.  
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